
Color coded walk lists for Hot Blocks with Voters & USPS resident names & 
addresses.  Does the USPS name help with Knocking All Doors, Almost (KADA)?  

KADA Goals:
1. Engage Democrats, provide helpful information, mobilize every DEM 

leaning eligible voter at each address:  register to vote and vote from home.  
2. At addresses with no registered voters, NPAs or Rs who did not vote last 

Nov: assess lean.  If Dem leaning re-register and/or enroll to VFH.. 
3. Record data on:

a. VOTERS:  moved/passed/no longer at this address
b. ADDRESSES: Not Home, Inaccessible, Snowbird, Refused, Skipped, 

Spanish, Creole, Dog, Gate, etc. 

Color Codes:
Democrat – Thanx for voting last November!  
Protect your right to vote from home.  Sign the Vote by Mail slip!   
Assess Lean.  If DD D, register DEM &/or enroll to vote from home
If DD D, enroll to VFH; register to update address, party, signature
Skip:  Republican voted last Nov.  Not likely this person moved since Nov.

Please record results for each ADDRESS & Each Voter.  Blank lines are for doors 
not listed.  Mark columns: 

A. At home:  √ = Yes 
If not, code:  NH= Not at Home, MV = Moved, PS = passed, Ref = 
Refused, IN=Inaccessible, Sp= Spanish, CR=Creole, Dog, Gate, etc.

B. Lean:  DD = strong DEM, D = DEM, U = uncertain,, R= Rep., RR= 
Ranting Republican.  If DD or D continue, else good bye.

C. √ = Yes. This person signed and dated the voter registration form 
D. √ = Yes. This person signed and dated the vote by mail slip
E. √ = Yes.  This person volunteered to help the party (Comment!)

Ask for others who need to register.  A person not listed with an age is not 
registered to vote at this address.  If the person leans DEM, register & enroll to 
vote from home!  If you are told an absent person needs to register, leave blank 
VR+VFH forms with a blue post-paid envelope for mailing directly to the SOE.  
Place signed forms in the manila envelope to be checked at the end of the walk.
Enjoy!    Bob McCaa mccaa_robert@hotmail.com   952-334-7867
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